SUMMARY: We modified oscillator strengths and enhancement factors of van der Waals damping constants for 84 moderately strong and weak neutral iron spectral lines between 500 nm and 510 nm, by fitting the solar synthetic spectrum to the observed one. We have found significant difference between the oscillator strengths and damping constants taken from an extensive spectral line list, frequently used for spectral synthesis, and their modified values. Our findings include: (1) the mean value of the distribution of the difference between our and listed oscillator strengths is -0.31dex and its width is 0.42 dex, (2) a decrease of this difference with increasing equivalent width of spectral lines, (3) unusually high values of the obtained enhancement factors in comparison with the results of other authors, (4) a decrease of enhancement factor with increasing excitation potential for lines with equivalent width greater than 7.5 pm, (5) a decrease of enhancement factors with increasing equivalent width and (6) a decrease of enhancement factors with increasing oscillator strengths.
INTRODUCTION
For comparison and interpretation of the observed high -resolution solar spectral line profiles we usually use synthetic spectral line profiles calculated under LTE conditions (e.g. Vince 2003, Vitas and . We took the atomic data for these calculations from extended atomic data tables published at different web sites (e.g. Kurucz Atomic Data Files 1 ). Often we found that the calculated and observed spectra are very different, i.e.
there are spectral lines in calculated spectra that do not exist in observed ones and vice versa. More often the observed line profiles differ very much from calculated profiles. These discrepancies are independent of the employed solar atmospheric models. We also noticed that for a good fit of the calculated to the observed line profiles the values in atomic data tables must be changed: usually the oscillator strength (gf) and van der Waals enhancement factor (E). Therefore, one can conclude that these discrepancies are caused by erroneous atomic data used for calculation of line profiles. These problems with atomic data motivated us to modify their tabulated values by fitting the calculated solar spectral line profiles to the observed ones, supposing that the solar atmospheric models are well known and that the LTE assumption is good enough for not too strong lines. In this paper we present the modified atomic data (gf and E) for weak and moderately strong iron lines from 500 to 510 nm. We do not consider very weak lines because their profiles are often very deformed by unrecognized blends and can cause large statistical uncertainties. Since the theoretical spectra are synthesized adopting LTE conditions, we also avoid very strong iron lines for which the influence of non -LTE effect could be significant. Fig. 1 . Fe I line at 504.421 nm with original parameters: log(gf )=-2.146 and E=1 (above), and after our corrections: log(gf )=-2.54 and E=15 (below).
DATA AND RESULTS
We compared the calculated and observed spectra using ISAAC, an interactive program developed specifically for this purpose (Latković et al. 2002) . It displays the two spectra and their difference, and allows quick changing of atomic line parameters. The new parameters are passed then to "Spectrum" (written by R. O. Gray), which does the calculations. The lines we worked on are a part of a list compiled by R. O. Gray from various sources 2 . A Kurucz solar atmosphere model with microturbulent velocity of 1 km/s and iron abundance of 7.5 was employed. For comparison, we used photometric atlas of the solar spectrum observed at Jungfraujoch Observatory (Delbouille et al. 1973 ).
As we expected, we found significant disagreement between the synthetic and observed spectra. A typical example is presented in Fig. 1 . Assuming that this disagreement is a result of imprecise atomic parameters that "Spectrum" uses, we modified these values for a selected group of neutral iron lines from 500 to 510 nm. The list contains 176 neutral iron lines in this range. We disregarded very weak lines (central depth less than 0.1). Also, we left some lines in superposition for later, more detailed consideration. We treated 84 lines varying their log(gf) and E-factor values until a good fit was achieved. In most cases, this means that after applying our corrections, the difference between corresponding line profile points is less than 0.03 expressed in units of the local continuum (see Fig. 1, below) . This is not so with a number of stronger lines (equivalent width greater than 8 pm) where a specific problem appeared: while we were able to match the wings, the core of the synthetic line remained considerably wider than in the observed line. This problem will remain for further investigation.
In Table 1 the old and the modified oscillator strengths and enhancement factors for van der Waals broadening are presented. The original values for enhancements factors in Gray's list are all equal to 1.0, so they are omitted. Equivalent widths are taken from Moore et al. (1966) . Missing equivalent widths mean that in Moore et al. (1966) these lines are not identified as iron lines or the iron line is in an unresolved overlap with other spectral lines.
Oscillator strengths
We compared our data with the list compiled by Gray, and with the data from NIST web site 3 . In Fig. 2 this comparison is presented as the difference of tabulated and corrected log(gf) values versus corrected log(gf) values. The differences show large scattering. Maximum deviation between our and Gray's data is about -1.9 dex, and about -1.3 dex between our data and the data from NIST. The distribution function of differences for our and Gray's log(gf) values is presented in Fig. 4 . The distribution of differences is slightly asymmetric and shifted toward the negative values. The shift (mean value of the distribution) is -0.31 dex and the average deviation (rms) is 0.42 dex. This means that our values are systematically smaller than the values of other authors (sampled in Gray's list). We do not have definite explanation for negative shift of the mean value of distribution. It is possible that the adapted microturbulent velocity of 1 km/s is too high for the used solar atmosphere model and systematically lowers our log(gf) values. The other possibility is that the negative shift is due to very high values of our estimated enhancement factors (see discussion later). Namely, high values of enhancement factors can have significant influence on the far wings of synthetic line profiles (redistributing line intensity from the core to far wings of the line profile). The far wings of synthesized lines are difficult to compare with observations because they are usually blended with the wings of neighboring lines. This idea is supported by the result of comparison of the difference of our and Gray's log(gf) values with equivalent width of spectral lines. This comparison is given in Fig. 3 . As one can see, there is a significant correlation between the difference of our and Gray's log(gf) values and equivalent width: the difference decreases with equivalent width.
The scattering of 0.42 dex is very high in comparison with the scattering of differences between different laboratory measurements, but it is comparable with the scattering of differences between semiempirical calculations and laboratory values (see e.g. Bard et al. 1991) . We obtained this high scattering since Gray's list mostly contains calculated values. Large scattering might be partly due to selection rules. Namely, for laboratory measurements usually the most favorable lines are selected. For instance, Bard et al. (1991) data set has only 114 Fe I lines (for comparison with other data they never used more than 40 lines) from the wavelength range of 910 nm (260-1170 nm). Our data set contains 84 (also selected) lines from a much narrower wavelength range of 10 nm (500-510 nm) and only two lines are common with the Bard et al. (1991) . We plan to apply our method for simultaneous determination of log(gf) and enhancement factors on these 114 FeI spectral lines and compare our results with results of Bard et al. (1991) . The distribution of the differences between our values for log(gf ) and the values taken from Gray's table.
Enhancement factors for van der Waals broadening parameters
Our estimated enhancement factors (E-factors) are unexpectedly high in comparison with the results of other authors. For example, Gurtovenko et al. (1982) determined enhancement factors for 75 neutral iron lines. The distribution of these enhancement factors is given in Fig. 5 . The mean value of the enhancement factors is 3.3 with average deviation of 2.4. The minimum and maximum values are 0.4 and 14, respectively. The distribution is asymmetric toward the higher values of E-factors. The distribution of our E-factors is presented in Fig. 6 . It is very different from the previous one. The mean value is about 15 and the average deviation is about 9. If several extreme values (larger than 25) are excluded, the distribution becomes rather symmetrical. Among 25 articles (listed in Table IA of the article by Gurtovenko and Kondrashova 1980) dealing with E-factors, only the value of 20 obtained by Sacotte and Bonnet (1972) , exceeds our mean value of 15.
Unusually high values of our enhancement factors are not completely understood. We suspect that a part of this discrepancy is due to the fact that different authors use different methods for van der Waals broadening parameters calculation. These different approaches can lead to different values for van der Waals broadening parameters and systematic differences between E-factors. For example, spectral synthesis program "Spectrum" that we employed for our line profile calculations, uses van der Waals broadening parameters obtained from theory of Barklem et al. (1998) , while Gurtovenko et al. (1982) use another approximation. We proved this hypothesis by comparing the enhancement factors obtained by Gurtovenko et al (1982) and Anstee and O'Mara (1995) . Anstee and O'Mara (1995) applied their broadening parameters in the synthesis of three strong solar lines: sodium (589.592 nm), calcium (616.218 nm) and iron (526.954 nm). Synthetic profiles of these lines corrected by E-factors of 1.93, 2.39 and 2.11 respectively give consistent solar abundances of these elements with the meteoritic values and an excellent fit to wings (but not to cores) of the observed line profiles. Since these enhancement factors are very similar to the mean value (1.27) of 19 stronger (EW>15 pm) iron lines obtained by Gurtovenko et al. (1982) , our hypothesis is incorrect for strong lines. It is possible that this discrepancy is a consequence of the fact that our set of spectral lines contains mostly moderately strong and weak spectral lines, in contrast to other authors who mainly study stronger spectral lines. In order to check this assumption we plotted the E-factors versus equivalent widths (Fig. 7) . There is correlation between equivalent widths and E-factors: E-factors decrease with increasing equivalent widths, confirming the results published by Gurtovenko et al. (1982) . They argued that the observed increase of E-factors with decreasing equivalent widths is due to peculiarities of deep photospheric velocity fields but not to errors in the theory of van der Waals broadening. Although there is a quantitative agreement between our results and results of Gurtovenko et al. (1982) our E-factors are systematically larger. We believe that the neglecting of the depression of the observed local continuum level in synthetic spectrum calculation can lead to this systematic effect. Weaker lines are more influenced by this effect than stronger ones. This is also supported by the correlation between Efactors and oscillator strengths (Fig. 8 ): E-factors decrease with increasing oscillator strengths. This is probably the reason why our log(gf) values are systematically smaller than the values of other authors. In the future work this correlation has to be taken into account since it can cause systematic errors in determination of E-factors and oscillator strengths. We also investigated if there were any correlation between excitation potential of lower energy level of line transition and the obtained enhancement factors. For this purpose we divided our data into two groups according to equivalent width: lines with EW < 7.5 pm and EW > 7.5 pm. For the first group there is no correlation (see Fig. 9 ). The second group shows decreasing enhancement factor with increasing lower energy level (see Fig. 10 ). This result is in contradiction with results of Gurtovenko et al. (1982) . They did not find any significant systematic dependence between E-factors and lower-level excitation potential. Fig. 9 . The dependence of the enhancement factor on lower-level excitation potential for lines with EW less than 7.5 pm. Fig. 10 . The dependence of the enhancement factor on lower-level excitation potential for lines with EW greater than 7.5 pm. 
CONCLUSIONS
We confirmed once more that theoretical van der Waals damping constants are insufficient for good fitting of observed line wings in stellar spectra.
According to our results the oscillator strengths and enhancement factors in existing atomic data tables are not suitable for precise line profile calculations. These data have to be improved before they can be used for calculation of synthetic spectra. One of the possible ways to improve these data: the method of comparison of the observed and synthetic spectra, is presented in this paper. We believe that these improved data are precise enough for calculation of medium and low-resolution spectra of (solar like) stars. As we believe that these improved atomic data can be helpful for better interpretation of some spectroscopic observations, we plan to continue this work by taking other spectral lines into consideration and by extending the spectral range to the larger part of the spectrum. This could help us to solve the problems that remain unanswered in this article too. Odredili smo apsorpcione oscilatorne jaqine i popravke za konstante van der Valsovog xireǌa za 84 spektralne linije neutralnog gvo a u opsegu od 500 nm do 510 nm, fitovaǌem sintetetizovanog spektra prema posmatranom. Vrednosti koje smo dobili znaqajno se razlikuju od polaznih (koje potiqu iz jedne opse ne liste spektralnih linija koja se qesto koristi za sintezu spektara). Ustanovili smo slede e: (1) raspodela razlika izme u naxih i polaznih vrednosti za sile oscilatora ima sredǌu vrednost od -0.31 i xirinu od 0.42, (2) opadaǌe ovih razlika sa pove aǌem ekvivalentne xirine, (3) naxe popravke za konstante van der Valsovog xireǌa su neobiqno velike u odnosu na rezultate drugih autora, (4) ove popravke opadaju sa porastom ekscitacionog potencijala doǌeg nivoa kod linija sa ekvivalentnom xirinom ve om od 7.5 pm, (5) smaǌeǌe faktora popravke sa rastom ekvivalentne xirine linija i (6) smaǌeǌe faktora popravke sa rastom apsorpcione oscilatorne jaqine linija.
